
 
 

MEDIA RELEASE 
Global Company uniting the world with a message of strength against COVID-19 

 
March 30, 2020 [Global]: "Not only have we been unknowingly preparing for this             
moment in our world history, but feel it is our responsibility to step forward to offer the                 
help and solutions that are needed to prevent illness and save lives" shares ph360 CEO               
and Health Scientist, Matt Riemann. 
 
Global preventative health technology organisation, ph360, has access to an immune           
strengthening protocol developed by medical experts on the front-lines of COVID-19           
efforts in the world’s current epicentre of Italy. The global personalized health authority             
has been re-coding it's entire digital health platform with over 500 algorithms and 10,000              
data points creating a 100% personalized immunity booster for each unique individual            
on the planet for FREE.  
 
ph360 is stepping up to bring down as many barriers as possible in accessing this               
information. The intention is to make it as easy and attainable as possible for the world                
to protect themselves. No money is being exchanged. It is available to the public right               
now while the health authority is proactively pursuing new ways to spread the message              
of health.  
 
"It’s times like these that allow us all to rise above the norm, to forget about the standard                  
rules or the things in life that don't really matter, and to all come together with open                 
arms to collaborate and bring solutions to some of the world’s most unsolvable issues,              
affecting all of our friends and family at both a personal and global level" said Mr                
Riemann. “We are all in this together, and we cannot do this alone.” 
 
It comes after a live cross from ph360's Chief Medical Officer (CMO), who called on Mr                
Riemann to reach out and share what he had learned from working at the epicentre of                
the pandemic in Italy. ph360’s CMO Dr Alberto Garoli is leading a global emergency              
task-force to combat COVID-19 and find a cure on the front line.  
 
Dr Garoli told the conference the next step for those of us at home is to build our own                   
immune system and prepare our bodies for the inevitable. 
 
  
 
 



 
 
See video for livestream conference call 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=193873928705490  
 
The best advice we currently have, as per the WHO and CDC guidelines, is to wash our                 
hands and disinfect surfaces, don't touch others or your nose and mouth, avoid public              
places, and stay at home as first lines of medical action.  
 
“The fact is, the most proactive and effective strategy EVERYONE can and SHOULD be              
doing right now is strengthening their immune system to its maximum capacity- it's our              
body’s natural defence against illness and viruses. It’s how we are designed, and it              
works.” said Mr Riemann. “We’re committed to using technology to build a healthy             
response to COVID-19, and to unite the world with a message of strength. We’re on               
Team ImmUNITY.” 
 
Free Immune Boost Protocol: https://ph360.me/globalimmunity 
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